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An Enochian Middle Pillar Ritual

by Unknown

Found in a text file from an old bulletin board system

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

Here's the text of my Enochian "Middle Pillar" ritual. It was actually
written to be an Enochian LBRP, but I've found that is much more
effective at charging -either an area or yourself- than at banishing.
You could, of course, change the intent of the rite, just remember to
modify the pentagrams accordingly. As with any ritual, the greater the
visualization and energy put into it, the stronger the results. Ready?

Here goes:

"Stand Ewect." -- Oops, how'd Regardie get in here? Let's try again...

I

Stand erect, straight but not rigid. Visualize a column of energy
descending to touch the top of your head. Simultaneously touch your
Crown Chakra (the very top of your head) and vibrate:

EHNB

The light descends down through you, arriving at your Ajna Chakra, 
your "Third Eye". Vibrate:

XCAI

When the energy reaches your Heart Chakra at the center of your 
chest, vibrate:

AONT

As it passes your Solar Plexus, vibrate:

RMTO

And as it flows down through your Muladhara and out through your 
feet, vibrate:

PAAM

II

Face East. With your weapon (or finger, etc.) draw a Banishing Air
Pentagram. With the Sign of the Enterer, project it forcefully to 
the infinite horizon, vibrating:

EXARP

With the Sign of Harpocrates, visualize an inrush of Elemental Air
energy flowing back from that infinite horizon and filling your Astral
body.

Turn to the West. Draw a Banishing Water Pentagram. With the Sign of
the Enterer, project it forcefully, vibrating:

HCOMA
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With the Sign of Harpocrates, visualize the Elemental Water rushing
back and filling your Body, joining the Elemental Air already there.

Turn to the North. Draw a Banishing Earth Pentagram. With the Sign of
the Enterer, project it forcefully, vibrating:

NANTA

With the Sign of Harpocrates, visualize the Elemental Earth rushing
back and filling you, joining the Air and Water already there.

Turn to the South. Draw a Banishing Fire Pentagram. With the Sign of
the Enterer, project it forcefully, vibrating:

BITOM

With the Sign of Harpocrates, visualize the Elemental Fie rushing back
and filling you, joining the other Elemental Energies already there.

III

Facing the East again, see an immense figure on the eastern horizon.
The figure is dressed in robes of Yellow, a yellow so brilliant it
seems to have flashes of purple in it. You can feel a breeze blowing on
you from the East. Saluting the figure as you feel moved, intone:

RAAS I BATAIVAH

Facing West, visualize an immense figure on the western horizon. The
figure is dressed in robes of Blue, with orange highlights. Feel a
spray of water from the figure. Salute the figure and intone:

SOBOLN I RAAGIOSL

Facing North, visualise an immense figure on the northern horizon,
dressed in Earth tones: Browns and Greens. Alternatively, the figure
may appear to you in robes of Black. In either case, you should see
glints of White in the folds. You get a feeling of solidity, and
perhaps a scent of rich earth. Salute the figure and intone:

LUCAL I ICZHIHAL

Facing South, visualize an immense figure on the southern horizon,
dressed in robes of Red with green flashes. Feel the heat from the
figure. Salute, intoning:

BABAGE I EDLPRNAA

Turning back to the East, face upwards and declare in a firm voice:

MICMA! LAP ZIR OIVEAE CASARMG BIAH CA.

ZORGE, LAP ZIP NOCO MAD HOATH IAIDA!

"Iaida," as a name of the Divine, should be vibrated strongly, with
love and respect.

IV

Lastly, you can either repeat part I, or -as the Spirit moves you- do
it in reverse, that is, start with PAAM at your perineal area and end
with EHNB at your Crown.

Notes
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1. Pronunciation. This is my method, use it, modify it, or discard it
as ye Will.

EHNB Ay-hay-en-bay
XCAI Eks-kah-ee
AONT Ah-ohn-tah
RMTO Rah-em-toe
PAAM Pah-ah-may

EXARP Eks-ar-pay
HCOMA Hah-ko-mah
NANTA Nah-en-tah
BITOM Bee-toe-may

RAAS I BATAIVAH Rah-ah-ss ee Bah-tah-ee-vah

"To the East is Bataivah"

SOBOLN I RAAGIOSL Soh-bohln ee Rah-ah-gee-oh-sell

"To the West is Raagiosl"

LUCAL I ICZHIHAL Loo-kahl ee Ee-kahz-hee-hall

"To the North is ICZHIHAL"

BABAGE I EDLPRNAA Bah-bah-juh ee Ay-dell-purr-nah

"To the South is EDLPRNAA"

MICMA! LAP ZIR OIVEAE CASARMG BIAH CA.

Meek-mah! Lahp zeer oh-ee-vay-ah-hay kah-sahr-migg bee-ah kah.

"Behold! for I am as as star who stands among ye."

ZORGE, LAP ZIP NOCO MAD HOATH IAIDA!

Zohr-juh, lahp zeer noh-koh mahd hoe-ah-th Ee-ah-ee-dah!"

"Be friendly unto me, for I am the servant of the same your God, the
true worshipper of the Highest!"

Comments to Al Billings, memoria@memoria.com


